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Abstract
Biomedical concepts are often mentioned in
medical documents under different name variations (synonyms). This mismatch between
surface forms is problematic, resulting in difficulties pertaining to learning effective representations. Consequently, this has tremendous implications such as rendering downstream applications inefficacious and/or potentially unreliable. This paper proposes a new
framework for learning robust representations
of biomedical names and terms. The idea
behind our approach is to consider and encode contextual meaning, conceptual meaning, and the similarity between synonyms during the representation learning process. Via
extensive experiments, we show that our proposed method outperforms other baselines on
a battery of retrieval, similarity and relatedness
benchmarks. Moreover, our proposed method
is also able to compute meaningful representations for unseen names, resulting in high practical utility in real-world applications.

1

Source

C0343047: leiner’s disease, complement
component 5 deficiency, c5d, complement
5 dysfunction, infantile seborrheic dermatitis, erythroderma desquamativum.
C0154832: coats’ disease, abnormal retinal vascular development, unilateral retinal
telangiectasis, coats telangiectasis
C0019168: hepatitis b virus surface antigen, hepatitis-b surface antigen, hbs ag,
hbsag, hepatitis b surface antigen

UMLS

NCBIDisease
BC5CDRChemical

Table 1: Example of biomedical concepts and
their names taken from one vocabulary (UMLS (Li
et al., 2016)) and two annotated datasets (NCBIDisease (Doğan et al., 2014) and BC5CDR-ChemicalChemical (Li et al., 2016)). The concepts are listed by
concept unique identifiers (CUI) defined in UMLS.

Introduction

Representation learning of words (Mikolov et al.,
2013; Pennington et al., 2014), and/or sentences (Kiros et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2016; Logeswaran and Lee, 2018) forms the bedrock of
many modern NLP applications. These techniques, largely relying on context information,
have a huge impact on downstream applications.
To this end, learning effective and useful representations has been a highly fruitful area of research.
Biomedical names1 , however, are different from
standard words and sentences. These names have
both contextual and conceptual meanings. Contextual meaning reflects the contexts where the
names appear, and it is specifically granted to each
1

Concept (CUI) and their names

Biomedical names refer to surface forms that represent
biomedical concepts. They can be official names in biomedical vocabularies or unofficial names mentioned in text.

name. Names of a broad and popular concept often have slightly different contextual meanings.
On the other hand, conceptual meaning maps to
the definitions/contexts of the names’ associated
concepts, i.e., CUIs as shown in Table 1. As such,
names of the same concepts share the common
conceptual meanings, although they can own different contextual information.
As illustrated in Table 1, biomedical concepts
appear in the text under various names. Representations of the names are also expected to be
well clustered in their distributional space, i.e.,
names of the same concepts are close to each
other and distant from those of other concepts.
Learning such conceptually grounded representations is highly desired for a wide range of applications, e.g., synonym retrieval/discovery, biomedical name normalization, and query expansion.
For the first time, we investigate the problem
of biomedical name embedding. Our goal is to
derive meaningful and robust representations for
biomedical names from their surface forms. Unfortunately, this task is not trivial since two names
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can be strongly related but not necessarily belong
to the same concept (e.g., ‘complement component 5 deficiency’ and ‘complement component
5’). Furthermore, names of a concept can be
completely different regarding their surface forms
(e.g., ‘leiner’s disease’ and ‘c5d’). As such, we establish the key desiderata for learning robust representations. First, the output representations need
to be both conceptually and contextually meaningful. Second, name representations that belong to
the same concepts should be similar to each other,
i.e., conceptual grounding.
To this end, our proposed encoding framework
incorporates three new objectives, namely context,
concept, and synonym-based objectives. We formulate the representation learning process as a
synonym prediction task, with context and conceptual losses acting as regularizers, preventing
two synonyms from collapsing into semantically
meaningless representations. As illustrated in Figure 1, synonym-based objective enforces similar representations between synonymous names,
while concept-based objective pulls the name’s
representations closer to its concept’s centroid. On
the other hand, context-based objective aims to
minimize the difference between the derived representation and its specific contextual representation. More concretely, our approach adopts a recurrent sequence encoding model to extract the semantics of biomedical names, and to learn the alternative naming of biomedical concepts. Our approach does not need any additional annotations
on biomedical text. To be specific, we do not need
the biomedical names to be pre-annotated in the
text. Instead, we utilize available synonym sets in
a metathesaurus vocabulary (e.g., UMLS), as the
only additional resource for training.
Our main contributions in this work are summarized as follows. For the first time, we investigate the problem of biomedical name embedding
and its applications. We pay attention to the similarity between semantically related names as well
as the names of the same concept. Furthermore,
we define and distinguish three aspects constituting to quality of biomedical name representations.
We propose a novel encoding framework that considers all these aspects in the representation learning. Finally, we evaluate the proposed encoder
in biomedical synonym retrieval, name normalization, and semantic similarity and relatedness
benchmarks. In most of these experiments, our
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Figure 1: Illustration of three aspects, which are associated to three training objectives, for computing representation of biomedical name s. Intuitively, the representation is supposed to be similar to its synonym’s as
well as its conceptual and contextual representations.

model significantly outperforms other baselines.

2

Related Work

Our problem setting of name embedding is different from recent works in biomedical word embeddings (Chiu et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018) and
concept embeddings (Beam et al., 2018; Cai et al.,
2018). Our goal is to derive meaningful representation for a sequence of words that likely represents a concept. This setting is also orthogonal to
works that only focus on estimating the matching
between names (Li et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018).
There are several options to encode variablelength names/phrases into fixed-sized vector representations. Existing approaches range from
phrase-level extensions of word embeddings,
compositions of pre-trained word representations
to sequence encoding neural networks.
Contextual Word Embeddings. We revisit
skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013), as one
of the most popular context-based embedding approaches. The model computes the representations for both target word wt , and context word
wc by maximizing the following log-likelihood:
X
LW =
log p(wc |wt )
(1)
wt ,wc ∈Cwt

The probability of observing wc in the local context of wt is defined as follows:
|
exp(vw
c uwt )
p(wc |wt ) = P
|
exp(vw
uwt )
w∈W

where uw and vw are the ‘input’ and ‘output’ vector representations of w. In this work, we refer to
the input representations as contextual representations of words, or in short, word embeddings.
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The skip-gram model is extensible to names (or
phrases) by treating them as special tokens:
X
X
LS =
log p(wc |wt )+
log p(wc |s)
wt ,wc ∈Cwt

s,wc ∈Cs

(2)
where s is a special name token. Training of this
model results in word and name embeddings.
Average of Contextual Word Embeddings.
Another simple and effective method to compute
name embeddings is taking the average of their
constituent word embeddings. Since words in
a biomedical name are usually descriptive about
its meaning, this simple baseline is expected to
produce quality representations. FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) leverages this idea by
considering character n-grams instead of words.
Therefore, the model can derive representations
for names that contain unseen words. The effectiveness of simple compositions such as taking average or power mean have also been verified in
phrase and sentence embeddings (Wieting et al.,
2016; Arora et al., 2017; Rücklé et al., 2018).
Sequence Encoding Models. Sequence encoding models aim to capture more sophisticated semantics of character and word sequences. These
models range from multilayer feed-forward networks (Iyyer et al., 2015) to convolutional (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014), recursive and recurrent neural networks (Socher et al., 2011; Tai et al., 2015).
They also differ by the types of supervision used in
training. Context-based sentence encoders (Kiros
et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2016; Logeswaran and
Lee, 2018) is based on distributional hypothesis.
The training utilizes sentences and their contexts
(surrounding sentences), which can be extracted
from an unlabeled corpus. Similar to contextual word embeddings, the derived sentence embeddings are expected to carry the contextual information. However, this contextual information
does not fully reflect paraphrastic characteristic,
i.e., semantically similar sentences do not necessarily have identical meanings. These embeddings, therefore, are not favorable in applications
that demand strong synonym identification. In
contrast, supervised or semi-supervised representation leaning requires annotated corpus, such as
paraphrastic sentences or natural language inference data (Conneau et al., 2017; Wieting and Gimpel, 2017; Clark et al., 2018; Subramanian et al.,
2018; Cer et al., 2018). However, most of these

works focus on learning representations for sentences.
The closest work to our problem setting is (Wieting et al., 2015). In this proposed model, the authors utilize pairs of paraphrastic phrases as training data, e.g., ‘does not exceed’ and ‘is no more
than’. To prevent the trained model from overfitting, authors introduce regularization terms that
applied on encoder’s parameters as well as the difference between the initial and trainable word embeddings. Their evaluation, however, only considers the paraphrastic similarity of phrases.
Discussion. Our proposed encoder is based on
BiLSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005), although it can be replaced by another sequence encoding model as mentioned above. Our approach
utilizes synonym sets in UMLS to learn name representations, while also enforces the learned representation to be similar to their contextual and
conceptual representations. The idea is related to
word vector specialization (retrofitting) (Faruqui
et al., 2015; Mrkšić et al., 2017; Vulić et al., 2018).
The difference is that we focus on learning representation for multi-word concept names, hence
the contextual and conceptual constraints are essential, in addition to the synonymous similarity.
In contrast, most retrofitting approaches mainly
aim to improve word representations. These models map initial word embeddings into a new vector space that satisfy the synonymous similarity
desiderata, while also constrain the new representations to be similar to the initial ones. Since the
initial word representations can be assumed to encode both contextual and conceptual information
of the words, these retrofitting approaches can be
viewed as special cases of our proposed encoding
framework.

3

Biomedical Name Encoder

For ease of presentation, we use three generic
terms, uw , us and uc , to denote pre-trained
word, name and concept embeddings, respectively. These embeddings will be used as inputs
in our encoding framework. Note that there are
several options to calculate these embeddings and
our encoder can be adapted to different calculation results. Before going to details, we present
an extension of skip-gram, which will serve as a
baseline. Furthermore, the outputs of this baseline
will be used as pre-trained embeddings in one of
the framework’s configurations.
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Figure 2: Our proposed biomedical name encoding framework. The main encoder (BNE) is based on two-level
BiLSTM to capture both character and word-level information of an input name. BNE parameters are learned by
considering three training objectives. Synonym-based objective Lsyn enforces similar representations between two
synonymous names (s and s0 ). Concept-based objective Ldef , and context-based objectives Lctx apply similarity
constraints on representations of names (s or s0 , which are interchangeable) and their conceptual and contextual
representations (g(c) and g(x), respectively). Details about g(c) and g(x) calculations are discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1

3.2

Skip-gram with Context and Concept

The skip-gram model described by Equation 2
uses context words to calculate embeddings for
names. Apart from the context words, we also
considers the name’s conceptual information in
this new baseline. We leverage two sources of conceptual information: words in a name, and name’s
associated concept. We assume that names containing similar words tend to have similar meaning. Furthermore, names of the same concepts will
also share common meaning.
We introduce a new token type for concepts.
The concept embeddings are trained in a similar
way as name embeddings. Specifically, for this
baseline, we utilize a pre-annotated corpus where
names appearing in the training text are labeled
with their associated concepts. We convert the
annotated texts into sequences of words, name,
and concept tokens to be used as inputs to the
skip-gram model. For example, consider a pseudo
sentence that has 4 words and contains a bigram
name: wl w1 w2 wr , we map the annotated name
w1 w2 to a name token si , and its annotated concept is denoted by ci . We create two sequences of
tokens corresponding to this original sentence:

Biomedical Name Encoder with Context,
Concept, and Synonym

Our proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 2.
The encoder unit is based on BiLSTM to aggregate
information from both character and word levels.
The encoded representations are constrained by
three objectives, namely synonym, context, and
concept-based objectives. The model utilizes synonym sets in UMLS as training data. We denote all
the synonym sets as U = {Sc }, where Sc includes
all names of concept c, i.e., Sc = {si }.
Biomedical Name Encoder (BNE). The encoder extracts a fixed-sized representation for a
given name (or surface form) s. We use one BiLSTM unit with last-pooling to encode characterlevel information of each word. The representation is then concatenated with the pre-trained
word embedding to form a word-level representation. Another BiLSTM unit with max-pooling is
used to aggregate the semantics from the sequence
of words’ representations. Finally the aggregated
representation is passed through a linear transformation. Mathematically, the encoding function is
expressed as follows:
hwi = [uwi ⊕ last(BiLST M (ti,1 , .., ti,m ))]

• wl , si , ci , w1 , w2 , wr

hs = max(BiLST M (hw1 , .., hwn ))

• wl , w1 , w2 , si , ci , wr

f (s) = W hs + b
The name and concept tokens are placed on the left
and right sides of the annotated name to avoid being biased toward any single side. These token sequences are subsequently fed as inputs to the skipgram baseline (the training details are presented
in Section 4). Outputs of this baseline are word,
name and concept embeddings.

where uwi represents the pre-trained word embedding of word wi in name s. ti,j is a trainable character embedding in wi . ⊕ denotes vector concatenation. W and b are parameters of the last transformation. Next, we detail three objectives used to
train the encoder.
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Synonym-based Similarity. Representations of
names that belong to the same concept should be
similar to each other. We formulate this objective
using the following loss function:
X
d(f (s), f (s0 ))
(3)
Lsyn =
(s,s0 )∈Sc ×Sc

where d(·, ·) is a function that measures the difference between two representations.
As mentioned in the introduction, training the
encoder using only this synonym-based objective
will lead to biased representations. Specifically,
the encoder will be trained to act like a hash function, which performs well on determining whether
two names are synonym of each other. However, it
likely loses the semantics of names. As a remedy,
we further introduce concept and context-based
objectives to regularize the representations.
Conceptual Meaningfulness. Representations
of biomedical names should be similar to those
of their associated concepts. This objective complements the synonym-based objective introduced
earlier. The latter not only shifts the synonymous
embeddings close to each other, but also pulls
them near to its concept’s centroid, expressed as:
X
Ldef =
d(f (s), g(c))
(4)
c, s∈Sc

where g(c) returns a vector that encodes conceptual information of the corresponding concept c.
There are several options for this representation.
It can be a mapping to pre-trained concept embeddings learned from a large corpus, i.e., g(c) = uc .
Another option is taking composition (e.g., average) of all itsPname embeddings (see Table 1), i.e.,
g(c) = |S1c | s∈Sc us . Furthermore, when definition of the concept is available, g(c) can be modeled as another encoding function that extracts the
conceptual meaning from the definition.

modeling is computationally expensive since the
training will need to iterate through all the context words of the name. Alternatively, the contextual information can be modeled using 1-hop approximation of the name’s local contexts, which
is mapped to the name’s contextual representation, i.e., Xs = {s} and q(x) = q(s) = us .
We also consider another approximation where the
contextual representation is further approximated
by its pre-trained word embeddings, i.e., q(s) =
1 P
uw where T (s) represents words
|T (s)| w∈T (s)
in name s. Intuitively, in these two approximations, we assume that the pre-trained name or
word embeddings carry local contextual information since they are trained by context-based approaches (see Section 2).
Combined Loss Function. The final loss function combines all the introduced losses:
LBN E = Lsyn + Ldef + Lctx

(6)

For simplicity, we ignore weighting factors that
control the contribution of each loss. However, applying and fine-tuning these factors will shift the
encoding results more on either semantic similarity or synonym-based similarity direction.
Choices of g(c) and q(x). Several options to
calculate the conceptual and contextual representations are discussed earlier. Note that the two
representations should be placed in the same distributional space. As such, the implicit relations
between them are encoded in, and can be decoded
from, their presentations. For efficiency, we model
the local contexts Xs using contextual information
encoded in the name itself, i.e., Xs = {s} and
q(x) = q(s). To this end, we focus on studying
two combinations of g(c) and q(s):

Contextual Meaningfulness. Each name representation should accommodate specific contextual
information owned by the name, formulated as:
X
Lctx =
d(f (s), q(x))
(5)
s,x∈Xs

where Xs represents all local contexts of name s,
and q(x) returns contextual representation of local context x. A straightforward way to model Xs
is using local context words of s. However, this
3279

• Option 1: Both g(c) and q(s) directly map
to the pre-trained concept and name embeddings, respectively, i.e., g(c) = uc and
q(s) = us . These embeddings are the outputs of our proposed extension of skip-gram
model (see Section 3.1). This option requires
annotated biomedical corpus.
• Option 2: The contextual presentation q(s)
is approximated by the average of pretrainedPwords embeddings, i.e., q(s) =
1
w∈Ts uw ; and g(c) is the average of
|T (s)|
all contextual presentations associated to the

P
concept, i.e., g(c) = |S1c | s∈Sc q(s). These
computations only require pre-trained word
embeddings, and a dictionary of names and
concepts, e.g., UMLS.
Distance Function and Optimization. Distance function d can be Euclidean distance or
Kullback-Leibler divergence. Alternatively, the
optimization can be modeled as binary classification, motivated by its efficiency and effectiveness (Conneau et al., 2017; Wieting and Gimpel, 2017; Logeswaran and Lee, 2018). Another
benefit of using classification is to align the encoded BNE vectors to the pre-trained word, name,
and concept embeddings. The pre-trained embeddings are derived by skip-gram with negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013), which is also formulated as classification. In a similar way, we adopt
logistic loss with dot product classifier for all the
objectives. For example, the updated loss function
for Lsyn is rewritten as follows:
`(f (s0 )| f (s)) +

X

`(−f (s̄)| f (s))

s̄∈Ns

where ` is the logistic loss function ` : x 7→
log(1 + e−x ). Negative name s̄ is sampled from
a mini-batch during optimization, similar to (Wieting et al., 2015). In a similar way, the loss functions Ldef and Lctx are also updated accordingly.

4

Experiments

We first detail the implementations of baselines
and the proposed BNE model. We then evaluates
all the models with 4 different tasks in retrieval,
embedding similarity and relatedness benchmarks.
Skip-gram Baselines. We consider three variants of skip-gram (with negative sampling). SGW
obtains word embeddings by training the very basic skip-gram model (see Equation 1). To get the
representation for a name, we simply take the average of its associated word embeddings. SGS is
another variant that considers names as special tokens. The model obtains embeddings for word and
names concurrently (see Equation 2). SGS training requires input text to be segmented into names
and regular words. SGS.C is our proposed extension of skip-gram model. As introduced in Section 3.1, this baseline requires an annotated corpus
where the names are labeled with their associated
concepts.

Training of Skip-gram Baselines. We use
PubMed corpus, which consists of 29 million
biomedical abstracts, to train SGW . For SGS and
SGS.C , we further utilize the annotations provided
in Pubtator (Wei et al., 2013). The annotations
(names and their associated concepts) come with
five categories: disease, chemical, gene, species,
and mutation. We use annotations of the two popular classes: disease and chemical. In preprocessing, text is tokenized and lowercased. Words
that appear less than 3 times are ignored. We use
spaCy library for this parsing. In total, our vocabulary contains approximately 3 millions words, 700
thousand names, and 85 thousand CUIs. We use
Gensim library to train all the skip-gram baselines.
The embedding dimension is 200, and the context
window size is 6. Negative sampling is used with
the number of negatives set to 5.
Biomedical Named Encoder (BNE). We set the
character embedding dimension to 50, and initialize their values randomly. We use 200 dimensions
for the outputted name embeddings. The hidden
states’ dimensions for both character and wordlevel BiLSTM are 200. We use Adam optimizer
with the learning rate of 0.001, and gradient clipping threshold set to 5.0. Training batch size is
64. Dropout with the rate of 0.5 is used to regularize the model. Average performance on validation
sets of biomedical name normalization experiment
(see Section 4.3) is used as a criteria to stop the
model training.
Training of BNE. Our proposed model is
trained using only the synonym sets in UMLS2 ,
i.e., U = {Sc }. We limit the synonyms to those
of disease concepts3 . We intentionally leave the
chemical concepts out for out-domain evaluation.
As a result, approximately 16 thousand synonym
sets (associated to that number of disease concepts) are collected for training. These synonym
sets include 156 thousand disease names in total.
In each training batch, one positive and one negative pairs are sampled separately for each loss.
The pre-trained word (or name/concept) embeddings are taken from the skip-gram baselines as
described before. We denote two configurations,
associated to Options 1 and 2 (see Section 3.2),
as BNE + SGS.C and BNE + SGW , respectively.
Next, we present the evaluations of these models.
2

We use the 2018AA version released in May, 2018.
We consider the diseases that exist in the CTD’s MEDIC
disease vocabulary (Davis et al., 2014).
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3

SGW

SGS. C

cardiotoxicity
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (*)

endotoxemia
ischemic colitis (*)

BNE + SGW

hematologic diseases
parkinson disease (*)

lead poisoning
pseudotumor cerebri (*)

BNE + SGS. C

paranoid disorders
rheumatic diseases (*)

Figure 3: t-SNE visualization of 254 name embeddings. These names belong to 10 disease concepts in which 5 of
these concepts appear in the training data, while the other 5 concepts (marked with (*)) do not. It can be observed
that BNE projects names of the same concept close to each others. The model also retains closeness between
names of related concepts, such as ‘parkinson disease’ and ‘paranoid disorders’ (see the blue and olive plus signs).
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Figure 4: Mean coverage at k: average ratio of correct
synonyms that are found in k-nearest neighbors, which
are estimated by cosine similarity of name embeddings.
Note that names in these disease and chemical test sets
are not seen in the training data.

4.1

Closeness Analysis of Synonymous
Embeddings

We propose a measure to estimate the closeness
between name embeddings of the same concept.
For each name, we consider its k most similar
names estimated by cosine similarity of their embeddings. We define coverage at k as ratio of
correct synonyms that are found in the k-nearest
neighbors. We report the average score of all
query names, as mean coverage at k.
We create two test sets for this experiment, one
for disease names and one for chemical names.
Given the CTD’s MEDIC disease vocabulary, we
randomly select 1000 concepts and all their corresponding names in UMLS. In this experiment,
we exclude these 1000 concepts from the synonym
sets used to train BNE encoder. Furthermore, to
ensure the quality of the selected names, we only
consider the ones that appear in the high-quality
biomedical phrases collected by Kim et al. (2018).
Similarly, we create another test set for chemical
names. This chemical set is used to evaluate out-

domain performance since our model is trained using only disease synonyms.
As shown in Figure 4, BNE outperforms other
embedding baselines that do not consider the
synonym-based objective. More importantly, the
model also generalizes well to out-domain data
(chemical names). Furthermore, among the skipgram baselines, the context-based name embedding model (SGS ) is worse than the average word
embedding baseline (SGW ). The result again indicates that words in biomedical names are more
indicative about their conceptual identities.
The embedding plots in Figure 3 further illustrate the effectiveness of our encoder in enhancing the similarity between synonymous representations. By investigating name embeddings of
an unseen concept ‘pseudotumor cerebri’, we observe that BNE is robust to the morphology of
biomedical names, such as ‘benign hypertension
intracranial’ and ‘ benign intracran hypt’. The
model is also aware of word importance in long
names such as ‘intracranial pressure increased (benign)’. Moreover, since BNE is trained using synonym sets, the encoder is equipped with knowledge about alternative expressions of biomedical
terms, e.g., ‘intracranial hypertension’ and ‘intracranial increased pressure’. The knowledge can
be used to infer quality representations for new
synonyms. However, similar to skip-gram baselines, BNE faces serious challenges if the names
are unpopular and contain words that do not reflect their conceptual meanings. For example,
for this ‘pseudotumor cerebri’ concept, the name
“Nonne’s syndrome”4 is distant from its concept
cluster (see the red square locating near the blue
plus signs in Figure 3).
4
Dr. Max Nonne coined the name ‘pseudotumor cerebri’
in 1904.
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NCBI
(Disease)

BC5CDR
(Disease)

BC5CDR
(Chemical)

Jaccard
SGW
SGW + WMD

0.424
0.499
0.532

0.410
0.494
0.526

0.607
0.598
0.637

SGS
SGS.C
BNE + SGW
BNE + SGS.C

0.487
0.531
0.695
0.713

0.472
0.510
0.718
0.734

0.623
0.628
0.664
0.672

Models

Table 2: Mean average precision (MAP) performance
on the synonym retrieval task. The best and second best
results are in boldface and underlined, respectively.

4.2

NCBI
(Di)

BC5CDR
(Di)

BC5CDR
(Ch)

Jaccard
SGW
SGW + WMD

0.843
0.800
0.779

0.772
0.725
0.731

0.935
0.771
0.919

SGS
SGS.C
BNE + SGW
BNE + SGS.C
Wieting et al. (2015)

0.815
0.838
0.854
0.857
0.822

0.790
0.811
0.829
0.829
0.813

0.929
0.929
0.930
0.934
0.930

D’Souza and Ng (2015)
Leaman and Lu (2016)
Wright et al. (2019)
BNE + SGW + XM
BNE + SGS.C + XM

0.847
0.877†
0.878†
0.873
0.877

0.841
0.889†
0.880†
0.905
0.906

0.941
0.954
0.958

Models

Synonym Retrieval

We evaluate the embeddings in synonym retrieval application: given a biomedical mention
(or name), retrieving all its synonyms from a controlled vocabulary by ranking. We use NCBIDisease (Doğan et al., 2014) and BC5CDR (Li
et al., 2016) datasets in this evaluation. NCBIDisease contains disease mentions extracted from
PubMed abstracts, while BC5CDR contains both
disease and chemical mentions. These mentions
are used as queries in this synonym retrieval task.
Note that, different from the closeness evaluation,
a disease name may or may not appear in the synonym sets used to train BNE encoder. On the other
hand, chemical queries are completely unseen during the model training. For each query, we retrieve
a list of potentially associated concepts. A concept is retrieved if one of its names is similar to
the query (estimated by BM25 score). We collect all names of the top-20 retrieved concepts as
a synonym candidate set. Cosine similarity is then
used to rank the candidates. We also evaluate the
results with Jaccard and Word’s Mover Distance
(WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015) measures.
As shown in Table 2, SGW +WMD outperforms Jaccard baseline (in MAP score), mainly
because of its ability to capture semantic matching. However, both baselines are non-parametric.
In contrast, BNE+SGW learns additional knowledge about the synonym matching by using synonyms sets in UMLS as training data. Although
the model is trained on only disease names, it
also generalizes well to chemical names. Furthermore, comparing between the two configurations of BNE, both BNE+SGW and BNE+SGSC
models yield comparable performances. However,
BNE+SGW is simpler since it does not require
pre-trained name and concept embeddings.

Table 3: Name normalization accuracy on disease (Di)
and chemical (Ch) datasets. The last row group includes the results of supervised models that utilize
training annotations in each specific dataset. XM denotes the use of ‘exact match’ rule to assign the corresponding concept to a mention if the mention is found
in the training data. † indicates the results reported
by Wright et al. (2019).

4.3

Biomedical Name Normalization

Biomedical name normalization (a.k.a., biomedical concept linking) aims to map each biomedical
mention appearing in text to its associated concept in a dictionary. We use NCBI-Disease and
BC5CDR datasets in this evaluation. Similar to
previous works, we use Ab3P (Sohn et al., 2008)
to resolve local abbreviations. Composite mentions (such as ‘pineal and retinal tumors’) are split
into separate mentions (‘pineal tumors’ and ‘retinal tumors’) using simple patterns as described
in (D’Souza and Ng, 2015). For each mention, we
find the concept CUI (in UMLS) that has the most
similar name. The selected CUI is then mapped to
its associated MeSH or OMIM ID in the CTD dictionary for evaluation. We only consider mentions
whose associated concepts exist in the CTD dictionary and report the accuracy aggregated from all
mentions in test set. Apart from existing baselines,
we also re-implement compositional paraphrase
model, proposed by Wieting et al. (2015). The difference is that we use word-level BiLSTM instead
of recursive neural network. Furthermore, L2 regularizations with the weights of 10−3 and 10−4 are
applied on the BiLSTM’s parameters and the difference between the trainable and initial word embeddings, respectively.
Different from the lexical (Jaccard) and semantic matching (WMD and SGW ) baselines, BNE ob-
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tains high scores in both accuracy and rankingbased (MAP) metrics (see Tables 2, and 3). The
result indicates that BNE has encoded both lexical
and semantic information of names into their embeddings. Table 3 also includes performances of
other state-of-the-art baselines in biomedical name
normalization, such as sieve-based (D’Souza and
Ng, 2015), supervised semantic indexing (Leaman
and Lu, 2016), and coherence-based neural network Wright et al. (2019) approaches. Note that
all these baselines require human annotated labels, and the models are specifically tuned for each
dataset. On the other hand, BNE utilizes only
the existing synonym sets in UMLS for training.
When the dataset-specific annotations are utilized,
even the simple exact matching rule can boost the
performance of our model to surpass other baselines (see the last two rows in Table 3).
4.4

Semantic Similarity and Relatedness

We evaluate the correlation between embedding
cosine similarity and human judgments, regarding semantic similarity and relatedness. Different from previous evaluations, this experiment
aims to evaluate the conceptual similarity and
relatedness. We use two biomedical datasets:
MayoSRS (Pakhomov et al., 2011) and UMNSRS (Pakhomov et al., 2016). The former contains
multi-word name pairs of related concepts, e.g.,
‘morning stiffness’ (C0457086) and ’rheumatoid
arthriits’ (C0003873). The latter contains only
single-word name pairs and is spitted into similarity and relatedness partitions. For example,
a pair with high similarity score are ‘weakness’
(C1883552) and ‘paresis’ (C0030552). For these
two datasets, the names in each pair comes from
different concepts, hence they do not appear in the
synonym pairs used to train our encoder. Furthermore, the coverage of pre-trained word embeddings in baselines such as SGW are 100% and 97%
for UMNSRS and MayoSRS, respectively.
Table 4 shows that BNE models perform especially well on the multi-word relatedness test set
(MayoSRS). Conceptual information has been utilized by these models to enrich the name representations. On the other hand, when the training is
performed solely on the synonym pairs (only use
Lsyn ), the trained model is overfitted to the training task and do not generalize to other test cases.
SGW is still a strong baseline in these benchmarks. Other skip-gram and fastText embed-

Models

UMNSRS UMNSRS MayoSRS
(sim)
(rel)
(rel)

SGW
Pakhomov et al. (2016)
Chen et al. (2018)
Beam et al. (2018)

0.645
0.620
0.630
0.411

0.584
0.580
0.575
0.334

0.518
0.501
0.427

SGS
SGS.C
BNE + SGW
BNE + SGS.C
BNE + SGS.C (Lsyn )
Wieting et al. (2015)

0.614
0.654
0.606
0.637
0.496
0.639

0.566
0.592
0.580
0.593
0.445
0.565

0.516
0.557
0.626
0.602
0.564
0.595

Table 4: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between cosine similarly scores of name embeddings
and human judgments, reported on semantic similarity
(sim) and relatedness (rel) benchmarks.

dings (Pakhomov et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018),
which are trained on a similar corpus, do not
achieve better results. Beam et al. (2018) use a
SVD-based word2vec model (Levy et al., 2015)
to compute embeddings for biomedical concepts.
Although the embeddings are trained on a much
larger multimodal medical data, their results are
lower than other baselines. Further investigation
reveals that many concepts in the test sets do not
exist in their pre-trained concept embeddings.

5

Conclusion

By learning to encode names of the same concepts into similar representations, while preserving their conceptual and contextual meanings, our
encoder is able to extract meaningful representations for unseen names. The core unit of our
encoder (in this work) is BiLSTM. Alternatively,
sequence encoding models such as GRU, CNN,
transformer, or even encoders with contextualized
word embeddings like BERT (Devlin et al., 2018),
or ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) can be used to replace this BiLSTM, however, with additional computation cost. We also discuss different ways of
representing the contextual and conceptual information in our framework. In implementation, we
use the simple aggregation of pre-trained embeddings. The experiment results show that this approach is both efficient and effective.
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